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Abstract
Purpose – This paper seeks to address the impact of an organisational change initiative on organisational employees, with specific reference to a micro-merger which occurred in a public sector, higher education organisation in Ireland. The literature on change management is examined, with specific reference to the post-integration stage of a micro-merger. The paper then reports on a study that was undertaken in an Irish higher education institution and focuses on the impact of the micro-merger on employees. Specifically, the study seeks to address their perceptions and emotions relating to a heretofore under-researched area in the merger literature, namely the impact of a change of physical geographical location and the accompanying change of physical facilities on employee motivations and well-being.

Design/methodology/approach – The aim of the research was to examine the post-integration stage in a newly merged entity, in terms of the employees’ perceptions regarding the impact of such organisational change on them, from a personal perspective. A phenomenological approach was adopted in this study. A total of 41 in-depth interviews were conducted with academic employees (i.e. lecturers) of an Irish higher education institution.

Findings – The participants had varying feelings and emotions, resulting from the practical and personal manifestations of the change wrought by the micro-merger. These emotions ranged from excitement to anxiety and apprehension. A major theme in the literature is that organisational change can be destabilising for all organisational members, resulting in uncertainty, fear, psychological stress, anxiety and insecurity. This was not the experience in this study. The merger certainly represented a significant change for the participants, but in contrast to the aforementioned stark view of mergers, the participants exhibited a more practical and pragmatic approach to this organisational change.

Originality/value – This exploration of the emotional impact of a merger on employees is noteworthy in the context of a major research gap in the literature concerning the “soft” or human resource issues arising from a merger. Specifically, the paper illustrates a heretofore under-researched aspect of the change management and post-merger literature, namely the substantial impact of a change in physical location and physical facilities on employees’ motivations and sense of well-being.
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Introduction
Mergers have long been viewed as a very attractive organisational strategy (Kumar and Bansal, 2008; Cartwright and Schoenberg, 2006). A review of the literature pertaining to merger activity demonstrates that a large emphasis in merger research to date has been on the financial and organisational dimensions, i.e. the so-called “hard” issues (Cartwright, 2005; Hamill, 1991; Napier, 1989). It is therefore evident that a research gap exists regarding the impact of a merger on organisational members, i.e. “soft” issues (Van Dick et al., 2006; Cartwright and Cooper, 1993a; Schweiger and DeNisi, 1991; Somers and Bird, 1990). In this respect, Cartwright and Schoenberg (2006,
p. 3) refer to the human impact of a merger (i.e. emotions and behaviours) as being an “emergent and growing field of enquiry”. However, mergers can differ in terms of size and scope. For example, when two, heretofore separate organisations, join forces as a newly merged entity in pursuance of a new strategic direction, the nature of the accompanying change tends to be substantial and transformational. In this respect, Van Dick et al. (2004, p. 122) recognise that a merger is a “tremendous process of organizational change”. On the other hand, mergers can also operate at micro or smaller levels whereupon such a change initiative may involve the merging of internal functional units in the same organisation, which heretofore had been operating as separate entities. This type of initiative can therefore be referred to as a micro-merger (Kilfoil and Groenewald, 2005). This paper reports on a study that was undertaken in a higher education institution, in Ireland, following a faculty merger, which united two heretofore separate, geographically disparate halves of the faculty. This paper examines the characteristics of a merger that are applicable to a higher education context and specifically focuses on the impact of this micro-merger on employees, i.e. their perceptions and emotions arising from the merger. The paper commences by examining the literature on post-merger integration and identifying the research gaps therein. The author then proceeds to explain the research methodology underpinning this study. The findings of this study are then presented, specifically the employees’ personal perspectives on the impact of the merger on them as organisational members. Finally, the paper considers the conclusions emanating from this study.

Understanding the nature of change
Although organisational change activities are occurring in both the corporate and public sectors, most change management literature has focused to date on the corporate sector. Public sector organisations are besieged with a multitude of demands to change, ranging from increased transparency of their activities, public accountability, to ensuring the delivery of value-added services, in a cost-efficient manner. This is particularly evident in higher education institutions today. Indeed, Malhan (2006) contends that such institutions worldwide are experiencing change and are operating like businesses.

In terms of defining the nature of change, Mills and Murgatroyd (1991, cited in Tiernan et al., 2001, p. 424) define change “as perceived or felt differences in circumstances and behaviour, to such an extent that a situation becomes or is made different”. Coulter (2005, p. 42) defines change as “any alteration in external environmental factors or internal organizational arrangements”. This stance is further supported by Nelson (2003, p. 18) who asserts that change involves “moving from the status quo to a new, desired, configuration to better match the environment”. Therefore, by definition, change results in an alteration in the “status quo”. One major manifestation of such change is a merger strategy.

Mergers – a definition
There is a plethora of definitions surrounding what constitutes a merger in both the corporate and public sectors. For example, Haberberg and Rieple (2001, p. 612) characterise a merger as “the creation of a new legal firm by the bringing together of two or more previously independent companies”. This definition recognises that two heretofore independent companies are uniting to form a new separate legal entity.
Similarly, Coulter (2005) regards a merger in its legal context whereby two or more parties amalgamate their activities resulting in the establishment of a new entity. The development of a “new” corporate entity emphasises that the merging partners are embarking upon a fundamentally new strategic direction which will require significant organisational change on both their parts. More generally, Gill and Foulder (1978, p. 15) characterise a merger as “organisational change wherein the object of the change is to create one organisational system from two previously distinct entities”. Thus, it appears that the term “merger” does not lend itself to a single or common definition. For example, Haberberg and Rieple (2001) focus on the merging of two companies into one entity. On the other hand, Coulter’s use of the word “parties” is more general and all-encompassing as it could reasonably refer to the amalgamation of groupings, teams or units (Collins, 2007), and not just the amalgamation of previously separate corporate entities.

As in the corporate sector literature on mergers, there is a plethora of definitions surrounding what constitutes a merger in higher education. Just as there is no universally accepted definition of a merger in the corporate sector literature, the problem of arriving at a universally accepted definition in the higher education literature is exacerbated by the variety of activities and structures in the higher education system worldwide. However, a widely cited definition of a higher education merger is that proposed by Goedegebuure (1992) cited in Lang (2002, p. 39):

A merger in higher education is the combination of two or more separate institutions into a single new organisational entity, in which control rests with a single governing body and a single chief executive body, and whereby all assets, liabilities and responsibilities of the former institutions are transferred to the single new institution (Goedegebuure, 1992).

One of the most frequently cited reasons for pursuing such a strategy within the education sector stems from the resulting facility for economies of scale. In this regard, Norgard and Skodvin (2002) contend that the main objective for merging higher education institutions has been the creation of larger units, thus resulting in academic and administrative economies of scale. Specifically, referring to the merging of the education system in Norway, Kyvik (2002, p. 53) states that:

[...] the purpose of the reorganisation was to enhance the quality of administrative functions and academic work through the creation of larger administrative and academic units, to break down barriers between the former colleges, and to develop new and broader study programmes.

Financial factors may also play a part in explaining mergers in higher education. Lang (2002) suggests that institutions merge in order to take advantage of government incentives that reward such merger activity. This view that mergers in higher education are commonly driven on the basis of an expectation of improved financial and economic health is widely held (Curri, 2002; Kyvik, 2002; Wang, 2001; Skodvin, 1997).

Elsewhere, Skodvin (1999) offers a broader perspective on the rationale for a merger by asserting that the most recurrent motives would appear to be the achievement of administrative, economic and academic advantages. He contends that a larger merged unit will produce a strong academic institution with a more professional and streamlined administration, the elimination of duplicative programmes, and an increase in academic integration and co-operation (Skodvin, 1999).
The post-integration phase of merger activity

Whilst the literature has placed an overwhelming emphasis on the rationale for pursuing a merger strategy (Schraeder and Self, 2003; Balmer and Dinnie, 1999), substantive discussion of post-merger organisational change processes did not really commence until the 1980s (Vaara, 2001). Consistently, there have been calls within the literature for more research to be conducted into the aftermath of a merger, in other words, how the organisation fares “post-integration” (Vaara, 2002; Napier, 1989; Kostuch et al., 1998; De Noble et al., 1988; Shrivastava, 1986). In this respect, Shrivastava (1986) contends that little analysis has been undertaken on the post-integration phase, and on the impact of a lack of integration on organisational performance. This is supported by Child et al. (1999) and Walsh (1989) who agree that there has been a lack of scrutiny regarding the post-acquisition stage. This reflects Napier’s (1989) conclusion that mergers are typically poorly understood and managed, particularly in relation to human resource issues.

As referred to above, most of the existing post-merger literature concentrates on the financial performance of the newly merged entity (Cartwright and Cooper, 1995; Somers and Bird, 1990). But it has been argued that the success of the post-merger stage is equally dependent on the integration of human resources and the degree of cultural fit. What is surprising is the dearth of research addressing these two critical areas of post-merger integration. Specifically, Ivancevich et al. (1987) acknowledge that executives tend to be preoccupied with the financial and legal aspects of mergers and rarely focus on the impact of mergers on human resources.

It is therefore clear from the literature that a particular “soft” issue stands out as being ripe for further study – that of the impact of a merger on organisational members. A review of the literature would suggest that there is a distinct lack of emphasis placed on the role of human resources and the merging of, heretofore, different cultures (Marks, 1997; Cartwright and Cooper, 1995, 1993a, b). It is suggested that some analysts only pay attention to the financial or “hard” issues associated with a merger, for example, share price, tax exemptions, price/equity ratios, borrowing costs and value maximisation, to the detriment of the human or “soft” issues, for example, employee morale and job satisfaction, employee stress levels, and human behavioural and attitudinal issues.

According to Cartwright and Cooper (1993a), the human dimension to merger activity and the impact such a change has on employee health and well being has not attracted much research attention. This observation is further supported by the work of Schweiger and DeNisi (1991) and Marks (1982). The scant literature that does exist, concentrates on employees’ reactions to mergers (Napier, 1989), and the reactions of managers or executives to mergers (Cannella and Hambrick, 1993; Siehl et al., 1990; Ivancevich et al., 1987; Schweiger et al., 1987; Marks and Mirvis, 1985). Vaara (2002, p. 213) contends that the overall theme emanating from these studies is that human resource issues “receive too little attention, or are under-managed, thus seriously hampering organisational integration”.

The element of uncertainty for employees associated with a merger strategy has been the subject of commentary. For example, Bartels et al. (2006) refer to a “sense of continuity”, which essentially refers to the “me” issues resulting from a merger process, such as “what will this merger mean for me?” and “to what degree will it involve change for me?” In this manner, employees may question whether they have to...
physically move or whether their organisational role will change post-merger. Furthermore, Bartels et al. (2006) highlight different features of perceived threat, such as stress and uncertainty relating to the outcomes of the merger. In summary, a gap in the merger literature appears to prevail with regards to the impact of a merger on employees, as opposed to an emphasis being placed on the strategic orientation of the entities involved in the merger.

Physical location
A specific issue that would appear to be wholly under-researched in the literature is the impact of a change of a physical geographical location or a change of physical facilities on employees in the merged organisational entity. It may be the case that when two, heretofore independent entities form a new organisation, there could be an over-supply of some key resources, for example, physical facilities in certain geographical locations. If a proportion of the workforce of one (or both) firms relocates to fit in with the new reorganisation of the merged entity, this may have a significant impact upon their psychological well-being. This in turn may affect the integration of human resources and cultural compatibility. Yet the literature does not appear to focus at all on the physical location of the newly merged entity in the post-merger stage. Laframboise et al. (2003) contend that an employee’s attitude towards an impending merger and the accompanying relocation, centres around personal issues such as one’s desk-space, the disruption to one’s personal effects such as pictures, and access to amenities such as cafes and parking.

Leaving aside physical location, the literature accords very little attention to the physical setting in a merger situation. In this regard, Brief and Weiss (2002) maintain that there is little research available regarding the impact of the physical setting (e.g. lighting, noise, temperature) on employee feelings. They cite a study by Wasserman et al. (2000) that utilised both quantitative and qualitative research to explain the interaction of physical organisational cues and participants’ emotions. When these participants were shown photographs of “eclectically designed establishments”, they exhibited pleasant emotions, but when shown “monomorphic designs”, their responses were varied (Brief and Weiss, 2002, p. 291).

In view of the discussion to date, it may be inferred that a physical locational setting or physical work environment, for example, a building’s facilities, offices and restaurants, may actually play an important role in facilitating change amongst employees. Indeed, the impact of the physical features of an organisation on employee satisfaction, motivation and productivity has long been recognised (Oldham and Brass, 1979). More specifically, Burke (1988) identifies the possibility of a transfer to a new location, as a result of a merger, as being one of the sources of stress and uncertainty for employees. In all, whilst some literature acknowledges the importance of the physical setting (Brief and Weiss, 2002), very little research has been carried out in this area. Therefore, a very substantial gap exists in the literature indicating how a change in the physical environment (e.g. moving to a new location) may affect organisational members.

Research methodology
This section addresses the research methodology that was employed in this study. The unit of focus in this research was a faculty within an Irish higher education institution
that had experienced an amalgamation of two heretofore separately functioning entities. Specifically, the amalgamation involved the unification of two heretofore, geographically disparate units of the same faculty which had been operating in an overwhelmingly separate manner in terms of staff interaction, programme delivery, research activities and supervision, physical location and facilities, administration and student services.

It is necessary at this stage to substantiate the assertion that this change initiative constituted what is deemed to be a micro-merger. From a review of the literature, it is clear that there are difficulties in arriving at a universally acceptable definition of what a merger is, and its evolutionary process. There are certainly different nuances and levels of emphasis within each of the above definitions. However, Parvinen and Tikkanen (2007, p. 763) define a merger as an “organizational amalgamation that leads to two or more formally separate economic entities appearing within a single organizational boundary”. In the present study, whilst the two merging entities were non-economic in nature, the merger did indeed constitute an organisational amalgamation of two formally separate entities, into one single organisational boundary, namely, one unified faculty.

Furthermore, the assertion that mergers can differ in size and scope is supported in the previously discussed definition offered by Coulter (2005) who refers to the amalgamation of the activities of two or more parties, resulting in the establishment of a new entity. As posited above, the term “party” is so general as to encompass the merging of organisations, as well as the merging of groupings, teams and units (Collins, 2007). Finally, the use of the nuanced term “micro-merger” to describe the Irish higher education institution at hand, is also supported by a previous study by Kilfoil and Groenewald (2005) who explored a merger at a micro level which incorporated the merging of two higher departments, in the context of a South African higher education institution.

Specifically, in the case of the Irish higher education institution at hand, two units of a faculty were being merged on one physical site, where heretofore, the two units had operated separately in terms of each delivering their own suite of (often complementary) programme offerings and research opportunities, resulting in duplication of teaching and research supervision, whilst also having duplicative administrative systems, e.g. examinations, management and student support systems. The motives in merging these two entities reflected those highlighted by Skodvin (1999), namely the achievement of administrative, economic and academic advantages. Furthermore, it has been suggested that a larger merged unit will produce a strong academic institution with a more professional and streamlined administration, the elimination of duplicative programmes, and an increase in academic integration and co-operation (Norgard and Skodvin, 2002; Skodvin, 1999). Again, this was the strategic reasoning underpinning the merger initiative undertaken in the Irish higher education institution under scrutiny, which brought two heretofore geographically disparate and separately operant halves of a faculty together, on one new campus. Specifically, one half of the faculty moved to the new building and were already in situ in the new campus (referred to hereafter as the “incumbents”) whilst the other half moved to the campus some years later (referred to hereafter as the “movers”).

This strategy led to a major streamlining of programme development and delivery, sharing of teaching and research supervision across two heretofore separately
operating entities, and also resulted in the removal of a duplicate level of programme
delivery, research supervision, administration and student support services. At senior
level, the Dean of the Faculty and the governing body of the institution remained in situ,
进一步支持作者的声明，即该变革策略构成了一个微型合并，即两个大型但分开存在的
Faculty, as opposed to the merging of two organisations into one new entity.

The aim of the research was to examine the post-merger stage being experienced in
the merger entity, in terms of the employees' perceptions regarding the impact of the
merger on them, from a personal perspective. This aim had been stimulated by a
substantial gap in the literature pertaining to the impact of a merger on organisational
members, as opposed to the literature's longstanding emphasis on the organisation's
raison d'etre for pursuing a merger strategy.

41 in-depth interviews were conducted with academic employees (i.e. lecturers) of
this Irish higher education institution. A phenomenological approach was identified as
best capturing the focus of this research which was to gain insights into employees' perceptions of the merger, recognising that post-merger integration might hold
different realities and meanings for different employees. The research was conducted
two years after the merger to reflect the post-merger integration stage. This two year
time span after the merger was supported by Cartwright and Cooper (1995) who
suggested that the change wrought by major organisational transition, such as a
merger, can affect employees for anything between six months and four years later.

In-depth interviews were deemed to be the most appropriate research method.
Goulding (2002, p. 59) favours the use of a semi-structured interview because of its
potential “to generate rich and detailed accounts of the individual’s experience”. As
such, this method was appropriate in light of the author's contention that the impact of
mergers on employees has been vastly under-researched. The requirement to access
rich and detailed participant insights is also evident in Carson et al.'s (2001, p. 73)
observeration that interviews lend themselves to uncovering “feelings, memories and
interpretations that we cannot observe or discover in other ways”.

Specifically, a semi-structured interview approach was utilised whereby
participants were invited to discuss their views as to why the merger occurred, their
expectations about the merger, and changes arising from the merger. The author
conducted all interviews and gained access to the sample by virtue of being a fellow
lecturer in the same institution. However, the author was not known, in the main, to the
participants. This was a feature of the author being a lecturer in a different discipline,
in a wholly separate Faculty, and different geographical location, in the institution. The
author was cognisant of the potentially sensitive nature of this research as participants
were being invited to discuss in detail their working environment and all of the
corresponding constituent elements that comprise this environment. To this end,
ethical parameters were strictly observed in terms of guaranteeing the participants’
anonymity and confidentiality (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). Whilst all participants were
lecturers involved in teaching and research, they are not referred to in the discussion
below by their discipline, age or gender. This was a feature of some participants
indicating that they wished for complete anonymity if they were to offer frank and
detailed views on their colleagues and their place of employment, in the post-merger
context. Therefore, participants below are referred to only in relation to their “mover”
or “incumbent” status. The interviews were transcribed and the data then manually
analysed by coding and categorising the data, and subsequently identifying patterns in the data with a view to identifying key themes or relationships. The author chose to manually analyse the data rather than use a qualitative computer software programme, for example, NVivo, in keeping with Carson et al’s (2001) assertion that manual analysis lends itself to a deeper appreciation of the multiple meanings that may be derived from qualitative data.

The impact of the merger – a personal perspective
Overall, the participants were interested in and engaged by this research and were very vocal in their contributions regarding how the merger impacted upon them. It was clear that the physical locational merger, as well as the merging of heretofore separate systems of programme delivery, administration, research supervision and student support systems, evoked a range of personal emotions and feelings in participants. Academic staff in the old location (the “movers”) had worked for years in sub-standard accommodation and facilities. For example, the building itself comprised a number of Georgian terraced houses that had not been designed with an educational function in mind. On the other hand, those staff already in situ (i.e. the incumbents) viewed their new colleagues (the movers) with a certain sense of trepidation tinged with nervous welcome. Thus, both positive and negative emotions were expressed, namely, sadness and nostalgia, anxiety and apprehension, and satisfaction. Employees’ positive emotions were driven by the location of the merged faculty, the new building and the enhanced academic environment. Negative emotions were driven largely by a sense of regret (mostly exhibited by the movers) at leaving a familiar regime and a certain sense of trepidation regarding the change being generated by the merger.

Sadness and nostalgia for the pre-merger status
Some “mover” participants had feelings of sadness leaving their old location where they had enjoyed many happy and productive years, despite the substandard accommodation there. For example, in one interview, a participant acknowledged:

[…] a sense of sadness about leaving what I was familiar with […] a small environment where everybody was kind of thrown together quite closely […] and realising that the whole environment was going to be greatly expanded (Mover 3).

Inherently linked with this feeling of sadness is a sense of nostalgia where the participant appeared to be somewhat mournful for an environment that offered an element of familiarity: “almost a bit of sentimentality then about leaving a really badly cramped building […] leaving what I was familiar with” (Mover 3).

Another participant highlighted a mindset about innovation in the faculty. It was observed that people had become so used to undertaking their roles and responsibilities in a certain way that changing these habits and mindsets may be rather difficult for them, for example:

I think there is a large section [of organisational members] […] that would not naturally have been innovative, and they would have done things in a particular way and it’s not natural for them to move away from that, and that they struggle a little bit in moving away from the […] norm, or the traditional thing, and I think it’s quite a large section that has that issue (Mover 6).
Anxiety and apprehension

Another emotion that was identified was a level of anxiety whereby a large number of participants, particularly those moving to the new location were worried about the allocation and type of office accommodation they would receive in the new campus. Equally so, the incumbent participants were also worried about the allocation of office space, as one participant described:

There was a lot of concern I know amongst the population about […] moving offices, we’re going to be moved here, we’re going to be moved there, to me it didn’t really matter. I was sort of very much at the stage where I was open to wherever I’d be moved […] I figured it would be a new experience if I was moved in with a new cohort of people (Incumbent 13).

This participant was obviously very open to the new office allocation and indeed re-allocation process. However, some participants were apprehensive at being moved away from their existing familiar office arrangements, as the following excerpt identifies:

[…] people were saying that what they might do to assist the merger is to have some people [movers] and some people [incumbents] in the one office and I think that was sort of sent around as a rumour which again didn’t concern me, but a lot of people wanted to stay with their own colleagues or their own [discipline] areas (Incumbent 13).

Therein, the participant draws attention to the potential for pre-merger rumours to prevail in such a change initiative, but also alludes to his own response in discounting such rumours and not allowing them to affect him. His perspective is also redolent of an “us versus them” mentality in that some lecturers wished to remain in their existing office groupings as opposed to being given new office accommodation with new colleagues. This reflects Bartels et al.’s (2006) view that following a merger, organisational employees or what they call the “mergees”, may feel under threat when their group is in danger of extinction by the “infusion” of new personalities, thereby ensuring that they stick tightly to the group with which they are already familiar. In this manner, a social aspect to organisational membership is recognised.

Equally another incumbent reflected that nostalgia for “the way things were” (pre-merger) could also be explained by a familiarity with the former status quo and a certain trepidation towards change. This participant (Incumbent 27) recognised that people are creatures of habit, and any changes in habit pose a serious upheaval for staff, for example:

[…] people are creatures of habit you know, creatures of routine, they have to change offices, they have to change […] you’re uprooting what you’ve been, changing what you’ve been doing for years and years and the next thing you change, you’ve a new office […] a new computer, car parks, location and traffic […] it’s a massive change (Incumbent 27).

However, most participants were keen to stay with their own cohort of colleagues, which normally manifested itself by virtue of the school or discipline that they were affiliated to, for example, one participant stated that:

[…] my only preference at the time was that I would be with people of a similar discipline […] I also felt that I wanted to be housed in my school […] that was an important thing for me at the time […] that was just me wanting a bit of security […] wanting to be secure around my school and there was another part of me though that was excited about you meeting all these other schools and embracing that as well (Mover 3).
From the above, many of the participants, both movers and incumbents, placed strong emphasis on their familiarity with their current office allocation and the colleagues with whom they shared their office. This familiarity provided an element of security or a comfort zone to them. Therefore, any change in the status quo, for example, moving into a new building, was viewed at one level, as being somewhat threatening or a source of concern, and at another level, as being an exciting event. This concern to remain in familiar settings and/or with familiar colleagues, is reflective of social identity theory which posits that members of a group may feel threatened if that group’s structure is challenged (Bartels et al., 2006). As such, the author’s observation that a number of participants were concerned about the dissolution of their existing office arrangements to facilitate the merger, was strongly reflective of social identity theory. The author contends that the participants who expressed a concern regarding their office accommodation, were in fact alluding to their sense of identity that they had built over a period of time, resulting from their membership of, and familiarity with, a certain social group, namely their office colleagues.

Satisfaction
Another prevailing emotion, displayed more so amongst the movers than the incumbents, was that of satisfaction and excitement. Satisfaction levels amongst participants were categorised according to broad themes emerging in this study, namely satisfaction due to the new geographic location, satisfaction due to their perception of the new building, and satisfaction due to the enhanced academic environment.

Satisfaction – new geographic location. A key theme regarding the impact of the merger on employees’ perceptions was in relation to the faculty’s new geographic location and the resulting impact that the new location had on participants’ travelling time to and from work. This was specifically an issue for all of the “mover” academic staff. There were mixed responses in relation to this theme, ranging from those who were annoyed at having to travel for longer periods of time to work, to those who had to travel further distances but did not mind doing so, to those who resided very near to the new location and whose journey times were reduced considerably.

A number of participants expressed their irritation at being moved to a new geographic location, for example: “[...] being very selfish initially I thought it was just inconvenient, it just was forcing me to trek further across the city to get to work” (Mover 1). One participant developed upon this point and stated that “initially the only concern I had was moving probably two miles away from where I lived to get to work” (Mover 3). Another participant stated that:

[...] from a very personal perspective [...] it was a bit of an issue for me that I now have to drive across [...] the city [...] adding on minimum an hour to my working day [...] half an hour in the morning and half an hour in the evening (Mover 9).

It was also evident from other participants that the proximity of their new location to their homes was not an important issue. For example, one participant asserted that where he worked “didn’t make any difference [...] my commute hasn’t changed a whole range” (Mover 17).

One participant referred to the fact that the new geographic location was ideal given her own home location and her proximity to direct transport links, for example: “[the]
geographic location is ideal for me [...] it is about the best location I could have wished for” (Mover 6). A sub-theme in these discussions was the mode of transportation that participants used to get to and from work. Some participants asserted that they enjoyed walking to work. For example, one participant stated that it was “good for me, I walk to work” (Mover 32). Other participants declared that it was now a pleasure to commute to work in better and certainly more salubrious geographic surroundings, for example: “I was quite happy to move out [of the old building] [...] because it wasn’t a pleasant place to be. Not a great part of town [...]” (Mover 37).

For a large number of participants who had made the move, an important issue that arose was whether or not there would be a plentiful supply of car parking spaces in the new building. For example, one participant stated:

[...] I get up earlier in the morning and so I miss most of the traffic. I get a parking place every day [...] it’s more generous here, there’s more people, I don’t know how it happens [...] there are more spaces available, you can even come at nine o’clock and still get a spot (Mover 1).

The above discussion emphasises the importance of proximity to work for most of the participants. It is clear that physical relocation exercised people’s emotions in many different ways, from irritation and annoyance to satisfaction and contentment. This was one issue that really impacted upon participants immediately in the post-locational merger phase. It is arguably the first practical and personal manifestation of change and perhaps it forewarned these participants of further change and adaptation in the future. These findings further underpin the participants’ self-orientation with regard to the faculty merger, i.e. they illustrate the question alluded to by Bartels et al. (2006) – “what will this merger mean for me?” and “to what degree will it involve change for me?”

It is interesting to observe that the emotions expressed by the participants highlight the substantial change that the merger brought for employees. In other words, it is necessary to simultaneously consider how the merger affected their behaviour and feelings. For example, some participants referred to longer travelling times which in turn led to feelings of irritation and annoyance. However, the participants also expressed satisfaction arising from the new building, which will be outlined below.

**Satisfaction – perception of new building.** Many of the “mover” participants were very happy with their new location and compared it with their previous facilities, indicating that their previous building and associated facilities had been sub-standard and crowded. This is evident from the following quotes:

[...] the building was so small, you certainly met people an awful lot more and there was just one small staffroom where you had your coffee or your lunch (Mover 1).

I think in the other place we used to get depressed [...] I didn’t realise how depressing the whole area [...] really was to work in until I [...] walked into this beautiful new place [...] you had people coming from almost a tenement type building into a purpose built building (Mover 3).

[...] some of the rooms in [the old building] were just truly appalling and [...] there was huge problems with ventilation [...] you were often at considerable disability carrying out a class and that [...] operationally was problematic (Mover 4).

[...] [the old building] is an awful place, both its location isn’t ideal, and the building itself is about as far removed from state-of-the-art as you’re [...] likely to find (Mover 9).
Given these sentiments regarding the old building and facilities in which the movers had been housed, it could be reasonably assumed that the participants would welcome a move to a purpose-built new campus, as evidenced by the following excerpts:

[. . .] facilities here are much, much better, I mean, hundreds of times better (Mover 2).

[. . .] there is more lecture-student interaction [. . .] it’s so open-plan, there’s a lot of space [. . .] when I was in [the old building] it had so many corridors [. . .] it was all over the place [. . .] it was like a maze so you know you wouldn’t really bump into students at all whereas here they’re all hanging out (Mover 18).

As mentioned above, whilst the majority of participants did indeed welcome the new purpose built campus, one of the outcomes of the new building was the fact that some participants found it somewhat big and anonymous. For example, one participant identified that “I like the building, I like everything about it, the only thing I don’t like [. . .] is that it’s so big, it’s anonymous” (Mover 1). This was a recurring theme throughout the interviews and one participant even likened the new purpose-built campus to that of a “shopping center” (Mover 10).

It was also observed that some of the participants felt that the size of the building exacerbated the perceived loneliness of the lecturing role. For example, one participant highlighted the fact that lecturing was “a lonely enough environment and I felt that I was moving into a lonelier environment” (Mover 3). This theme was reflected in the fact that another participant asserted that “you are your own boss” (Mover 29) and that lecturers had a certain degree of autonomy in the context of the frequently individualistic profession that is lecturing.

An interesting observation was made by a participant in relation to any potential negative views on integration and the physical building:

[. . .] people who are not happy with the integration and it’s not a topic for discussion that you’d hear much about anymore [. . .] it’s down to personalities [. . .] it’s certainly is nothing to do with the physical structure within the place (Incumbent 8).

It is interesting to note however that some participants preferred the anonymity afforded to them in the new purpose-built campus. One participant felt that the atmosphere in the old building had been a bit too intimate and likened the building to a “fishbowl location” (Mover 16). This theme of intimacy in the old building was further identified by many participants, for example: “it was small, it was very intimate and you got to know everyone really well” (Mover 17).

Interestingly, the participants, in the main, perceived the size of the new building from a purely personal perspective. However, one participant referred to the perspective of another party – the student. This outlier theme emanated from one participant who mentioned that perhaps the building could also be perceived as being big, anonymous and lonely by the student population. This may be evidenced by the following excerpt:

[. . .] it would be awful to be [. . .] a student and you didn’t immediately gel with a group of students or make friends or whatever, it might be a lonely building (Mover 2).

Satisfaction – enhanced academic environment. A significant theme to emerge from this study was the extent to which the new physical location would result in an
increasingly integrated academic environment. One participant felt that the new location made people feel more positive and focused in their work, for example:

I think everyone feels better about themselves [...] I think everyone feels that this is much more of a college, a university type [...] we feel more confident [...] I think we behave as better academics. I think we are doing more research, we are doing more writing [...] we are contributing more positively to Irish academia (Mover 17).

This theme was further supported by the view that with the new physical location there was a stronger sense of identity within the faculty, for example: “there is a stronger sense of being a part of the faculty [...] as opposed to being a part of the school” (Mover 18). Academic integration was also enhanced through the development of informal research groups, syndicate groups or special interest groups (SIGs). One participant referred to the fact that since the merger “there’s been lots of syndicate groups set up and people seem [...] to really value that” (Mover 18).

A further sub-theme emerged in the context of a more formal work environment, namely, that some participants felt their new working life arising from the merger, was more enjoyable and stress-free. One “mover” participant believed that “people look happier” in the newly merged campus and “they look better” (Mover 2). Another participant suggested that the merger had been a “very uplifting, very motivating” experience and that “the whole environment is bright” (Mover 3). This was further supported by a participant who described his working life as being “so much more enjoyable and stress free” (Mover 4).

There was a strong understanding of the need to progress in the new academic environment. Participants referred to their excitement at the new opportunities that were being created by the merger, such as the development of new academic posts and enhanced career development. This may be evidenced by the following excerpts:

I was excited about changes at the same time [...] I felt you know an injection of new culture [...] a time for us to change (Mover 3).

It does the world of good to [...] accept change and see it for the good points rather than the bad points (Mover 12).

I think career development has opened up quite significantly for a lot of people [...] to grow and develop (Incumbent 34).

Overall, all participants recognised the need to progress in their new academic environment, as one participant succinctly opined: “life goes on. Let’s live in the future rather than revel in times gone past” (Mover 38).

Discussion of findings
Whilst the extant literature has exhaustively examined the financial and organisational rationale and outcomes of merger strategy, very little research has focused on the softer, people issues specifically relating to how a merger affects its organisational members (Vaara, 2002; Cartwright and Cooper, 1993a). In the present study, the participants had varying feelings and emotions, which tended to result from the practical and personal manifestations of the change wrought by the merger. For example, the location of the newly merged faculty suited some and not others. Equally, some participants favoured the large building because of its anonymity whilst others regarded this as a drawback. All of the participants made strong reference to the “me”
issues in terms of how the location was for example, convenient in terms of travelling distance and time. The overall findings regarding the emotional outcomes of the merger address a major research gap in the literature concerning the impact of a merger specifically on employees. For example, Vaara (2002) contends that such human resource issues have received too little attention whilst Cartwright and Cooper (1993a) similarly highlight the need for more research on a merger’s impact on employee health and well-being.

More specifically, the author addressed a clear gap in the literature in terms of an apparent lack of research pertaining to the post-merger situation in a higher education context, and the resultant impact that the new physical location, building and facilities had on organisational members. It is evident from the extant literature that significant emphasis has tended to be placed on the business and financial environments resulting from a merger. However, it was evident from this research that the impact of the physical environment on employees’ perceptions and attitudes was clearly a significant issue for participants.

Throughout the interviews, the participants directed the flow of discussion towards that of physical integration. They continuously referred to, in clear and succinct fashion, the “before” and “after” physical environments and associated facilities in their old faculty buildings and the new purpose-built campus. It was abundantly clear from the “mover” participants that they were glad to have moved from their “old” site, but not without a touch of nostalgia. Whether they liked it or not, this building had housed them for a very long time period, during which they taught, researched and socialised, and where they had made friends and professional work contacts. Their poor physical environment had certainly not stopped them in carrying out their roles and responsibilities.

A major finding in this research concludes that the “new” purpose-built physical environment appeared to be a significant motivator for employees and an important source of job satisfaction, but more so for the movers who were enjoying the newer facilities. This was particularly evident from the “mover” participants who identified a very apparent and welcome change in their physical working environment. As previously identified, in describing their new environment, participants inevitably referred to their old environment and consistently compared the old environment with the new environment. Equally so, the majority of the incumbent participants who had already been in residence in the new building, in the main, articulated their satisfaction with their working environment. A further significant theme also arose in relation to the provision of office accommodation in the newly merged campus. People were somewhat fearful about the move in terms of office accommodation. Furthermore, there was apprehension over whether they would get to share with their friends, the location of their office in the new building and whether they would be sharing with a person from their discipline.

This points to the concept of territoriality which constitutes an under-researched area in the literature. It has been observed in the literature that a change in physical environment may disturb or threaten employees who heretofore had marked out and defended their own territory (Brown et al., 2005). For example, employees may be very territorial over their specific organisational roles, their relationships with colleagues, their physical work environment and indeed in terms of placing family photographs and other personal belongings on their desks. One form of territoriality was very
evident in this research, in terms of the politics involved in the allocation of office space. For example, some of the participants exhibited an element of fear and anxiety regarding the type of office they would be allocated and the colleagues with whom they would have to share this space. This finding supports that of Brown et al. (2005) who contend that when a merger disturbs employees’ territories, they often seek to re-define their territorial parameters. A related concept is that of psychological ownership, referring to an individual’s feelings of possessiveness and attachment for an object (Brown et al., 2005). It could be argued that some of the participants exhibited psychological ownership in terms of their stated attachment towards some colleagues, in terms of shared office space. Furthermore, this perceived need amongst some movers to maintain the status quo in terms of moving to the new location and continuing to share with the same office colleagues is reflective of social identity theory. For example, Tajfel (1978) highlighted the importance of an individual’s membership of a social group. Bartels et al. (2006) further identified that employees may resist a merger if they fear that it poses a threat to their existing group structure or values. This was the case in this research for those movers who strongly wished to remain in the comfort zone that was for them, sharing an office with familiar colleagues.

The literature on mergers recognises that the merger experience can often be a threat to employees’ equilibrium, for example, their relationships, norms and status levels (Marks, 1982). That mergers can affect employees, in a negative manner, both psychologically and emotionally, is widely recognised in the literature (Macri et al., 2002; Davy et al., 1988). This research presents a starkly contrasting finding in that the movers and incumbents were positive about the impact of the merger on them, in an area that directly affected them, i.e. the physical work environment. That a merger can result in such positive emotional outcomes, is an area that has received sparse attention in the literature. Certainly the merger represented a significant change for the participants, but in contrast to the afore-mentioned stark view of mergers, the participants exhibited a more practical and pragmatic approach. Given the nature of this higher education institution located with the Irish public sector, it must be acknowledged that whilst job losses were not a significant factor for most of the organisational members, the associated outcomes of a merger such as the need for redeployment, up-skilling and re-location, were critical issues for their consideration.

Overall, there was general agreement that people appeared to have adjusted well to the new physical environment. In the overall scheme of academia, physical infrastructure is but one ingredient in the successful provision and delivery of an academic experience. Nevertheless, for these participants, their physical environment and indeed proximity to non-academic facilities such as the commercial district of the city, a major city centre park, banks and shops, highlights the impact of the environment on their hopes, apprehensions, aspirations and overall work practices before and after the merger.

**Conclusion and recommendations for future research**

This paper presented findings from a study that was undertaken in a higher education institution, arising from a faculty merger. The study specifically focused on the impact of the micro-merger on employees, i.e. their perceptions and understanding of the merger, and how it affected them. The paper commenced by examining the literature
on merger activity, with specific reference to the rationale for pursuing a merger and post-merger integration. Furthermore, the author teased out the various perspectives that different authors offer, when defining the nature of a merger, and concluded that mergers may assume different guises in terms of their scope and scale. Accordingly, the case was made that the merger in the present study constituted a micro-merger, in that it involved the integration and amalgamation of two halves of the same faculty, which had hitherto, been operating as geographically disparate and individual entities.

In terms of adding to the body of knowledge pertaining to merger activity, this paper’s contributions are two-fold. First, the author sought to address a gap in the literature pertaining to the human issues arising from a merger. This research addressed the gap by examining the personal, emotional impact of a merger on the participating organisational members, with specific reference to the impact of a change in physical environment and facilities. As such, employees placed significant emphasis on the personal outcomes of the merger or the so-called “me” issues in contrast to the literature’s emphasis on the organisational outcomes of the merger. The importance of focusing on such people issues is highlighted by Van Dick et al. (2006) and Marks (1997) who argue that the human element of merger strategies tends to receive insufficient attention.

Finally, in terms of presenting an agenda for further research in this area, the author contends that there remains a major gap in the literature concerning the aftermath of a merger, from an organisational members’ perspective. The literature to date has prioritised the expected utility of a merger from an organisational, strategic perspective. In other words, what are the anticipated outcomes for the organisation? From the author’s perspective, a further question arises in the context of organisational members’ views on post-merger integration. Future research might adopt a longitudinal perspective, by selecting an organisation that is experiencing the post-merger stage, and by returning to the participants at repeated intervals in time, to assess whether, and to what extent, integration is progressing. In terms of a smooth merger transition, how does senior management “keep employees on-board” before, during and after the merger process? A key recommendation is that senior management need to be alert to, and to be seen to be alert to, the softer, human issues that can arise post-merger. For example, the presence of a change agent may serve to assure employees that they have a voice in the organisation and a way of airing their concerns. It is therefore important that senior management are seen to be consulting with organisational members and not just communicating the organisational position to them. Napier’s (1989) contention that mergers are typically poorly understood and managed, particularly in relation to human resource issues, was referred to previously. Arising from this study, it is argued that where employees feel that they are an important part of an organisation, they are more likely to respond productively to the change that is wrought by the pre, during, and post stages of a merger.

A further research recommendation is that more emphasis be placed on the issue of territoriality in organisations. In this research, it was seen to exert an impact, particularly in terms of the politics involved in the allocation of office space. Brown et al. (2005) recognise that employees tend to “mark” and “defend” their territories, but a merger may disturb such territories, thus compelling organisational members to redefine their territorial parameters and identities. Further research could be
undertaken by organisations to identify the ways in which territoriality can manifest itself, and the extent to which it should be facilitated or managed.

Finally, it is imperative that scholarly debate is re-ignited in terms of teasing out the nuanced nature and scope of different mergers. There is a tendency in the literature to view mergers as being the integration of two separate legal and commercial entities into one new entity. This paper has illustrated a small body of literature (Coulter, 2005; Kilfoil and Groenewald, 2005) to support the assertion that mergers can operate at smaller or micro levels, involving the amalgamation of two or more groupings, teams or units, which may also fall under the umbrella of the same organisation. The author therefore suggests that further consideration is given in subsequent studies to the facility for different types of mergers to occur, ranging from the widely accepted conceptualisation of two organisations coming together, to the far less researched and nascent nature of another form of merger, namely the micro-merger, which in the case of this study, involved the fusing of two separately existing but complementary units within the same organisation.
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